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We start with a combinatorial definition of I-sign types which are a generaliza-
tion of the sign types indexed by the root system of type A l (I/N finite). Then we
study the set DIp of I-sign types associated to the partial orders on I. We establish
a 11 correspondence between D[n]p and a certain set of polyhedral cones in a
euclidean space by which we get a geometric distinction of the sign types in D[n]p
from the other [n]-sign types. We give a graph-theoretical criterion for an Sn -orbit
O of D[n]p to contain a dast and show that O contains at most one dast. Finally, we
show the admirability of a poset associated to a dast.  1999 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
0.1. Sign types indexed by the root system 8 of type Al were first intro-
duced in the middle of the eighties for the description of the Kazhdan
Lusztig cells in the affine Weyl group Wa(A l) of type A l (see [9, 11]).
Subsequently they were extended to the case where 8 is of an arbitrary
type (see [10]). These sign types were defined originally as the connected
components of the complement in a euclidean space spanned by 8 after
removing a certain set of hyperplanes, which are now known as admissible
sign types. The admissible sign types and some of its subfamilies were
enumerated in all the cases (see [9, 10, 12]). Recently the sign types
indexed by the root system of type Al have been studying extensively as
hyperplane arrangements by quite a number of people (see [2, 3, 6, 7, 14, 15]).
0.2. In the present paper, we make some further developments for the
sign types indexed by the root system of type Al . All the sign types
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mentioned in this paper are assumed in this case, but with slightly
generalized forms. We start with a combinatorial definition of sign types.
By this definition, the admissible sign types form only a special family,
which belong to a larger and also important family, i.e., the sign types
associated to finite posets. We define the admissibility of a sign type in two
(equivalent) ways: geometrically (old) and combinatorially (new). The
new definition has the advantage that it is easier to be applied in the
theoretic study.
0.3. The set DIp of sign types associated to finite posets of the underly-
ing set I/N is the main object studied in this paper, where N is the set of
natural numbers. Let [n]=[1, 2, ..., n] for n # N. We establish the connec-
tions of D[n]p with some other mathematical objects, such as polyhedral
cones, digraphs, partitions of a positive integer, and use them to get a
number of properties of these sign types. We use the admissible sign types
to establish a 11 correspondence between the set D[n]p and a certain set of
polyhedral cones in a euclidean space, by which we distinguish D[n]p from
D[n]&D[n]p (set difference), where D
[n] is the set of all the [n]-sign types
(see Subsection 3.5 and Theorem 3.6).
0.4. We define an action of the symmetric group Sn on D[n]p , which
induces a bijection between the Sn -orbits in D[n]p and the isomorphism
classes of posets of cardinality n. We consider the intersection of an
Sn -orbit in D[n]p with the set of dominant admissible [n]-sign types. An Sn -
orbit in D[n]p corresponds to the isomorphic class of a digraph (called a
poset graph). By a graph-theoretic argument, we show that an Sn -orbit in
D[n]p contains at most one dominant admissible sign type (or dast
for short), exactly one if and only if the corresponding poset graph is a
semiorder (see Subsection 4.5 and Theorem 4.6). Finally we show that the
poset ([n], X )associated to a dast X is admirable (see Subsection 5.2 and
Theorem 5.7). This result has been applied to give a new characterization
of Lusztig’s a-function on the cells of the affine Weyl group Wa(A l) in
terms of positive roots of certain parabolic subgroups and in terms of
tilting modules (see [8]).
0.5. We can also give a graph-theoretic description for an Sn -orbit in
D[n]p containing an admissible or anti-dominant admissible sign type. But
it is more complicated and will be dealt with elsewhere.
0.6. The content of the paper is organized as below. We introduce sign
types and some related concepts in Section 1. Then in the subsequent
sections, we pay a special attention to the set DIp of I-sign types associated
to partial orders on I. We discuss the relations of DIp with some other
sign types in Section 2. The main results of the paper are included in
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Sections 35. In Section 3, we establish a 11 correspondence between D[n]p
and a certain set of polyhedral cones in a euclidean space by which we
get a geometric distinction between the set D[n]p and its complement in
D[n]. In Section 4, we give a graph-theoretical criterion for an Sn -orbit
O in D[n]p to contain a dast and show that O contains at most one
dast. Finally, we show the admirability of a poset associated to a dast
in Section 5.
1. SIGN TYPES
1.1. Let I be a finite set. By an I-sign type (or just a sign type), we mean
a matrix X=(Xij) i, j # I over the symbol set [+, m, &] subject to the
requirement
[Xij , Xji] # [[+, &], [m, m]] \i, j # I. (1.1.1)
X is determined entirely by the ‘‘upper-unitriangular’’ part X2=(Xij) i< j of
the matrix. So we can identify X with X2.
Let DI be the set of all the I-sign types.
An I-sign type X is regular, if Xij # [+, &] for all i{ j in I.
When (I, ) is a totally ordered set, we can define some more kinds of
I-sign types X as below. X is dominant (resp. anti-dominant) if for any i< j
in I, we have Xij # [+, m] (resp. Xij # [&, m]).
Let DIr (resp. D
I
d , resp. D
I
d ) be the set of all the regular (resp. dominant,
resp. anti-dominant) I-sign types.
In the present paper, we always assume that I is a finite subset of N and
hence it is totally ordered. We are particularly interested in the case of
I=[n], n # N. The root system of type An&1 can be expressed as 8=
[(i, j) | i{ j in [n]]. Thus an [n]-sign type X=(Xij) i, j # [n] is essentially a
8-tuple (Xij) i{ j , the latter can be obtained from X by removing all the
diagonal entries, which are all m.
Symbolically, one may think of a sign type as a skew-symmetric matrix
over the prime field of characteristic 3 or over the set [&1, 0, 1].
1.2. Example. When I=[1, 2, 3], we arrange the entries of the upper-
unitriangular part of an I-sign type X in the following way.
X13
X12 X23
.
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Then there are 33 different I-sign types as
(1)
m
m m
(2)
m
&m
(3)
m
m &
(4)
&
& m
(5)
&
m &
(6)
&
& &
(7)
&
+ &
(8)
&
& +
(9)
+
& +
(10)
+
+ &
(11)
+
+ +
(12)
+
m +
(13)
+
+ m
(14)
+
m m
(15)
m
+ &
(16)
m
& +
(17)
m
m +
(18)
&
m m
(19)
m
+ m
(20)
m
& &
(21)
+
& m
(22)
+
m &
(23)
m
+ +
(24)
&
+ m
(25)
&
m +
(26)
&
+ +
(27)
+
& &
.
1.3. Let E=[(a1 , ..., an) # Rn | ni=1 ai=0] be a euclidean space with
the usual inner product. For any i, j, = # Z with 1i< jn, define a
hyperplane
Hij; = [(a1 , ..., an) # E | ai&aj==].
Encode a connected component C of E&1i< jn, = # [0, 1] Hij; = by an
[n]-sign type X=(Xij) i< j as follows. Take any v=(a1 , ..., an) # C. For
1i< jn, we set
+, if ai&aj>1;
Xij={&, if ai&a j<0;m, if 0<ai&aj<1.
Then X is only dependent on C, but not on the choice of v in C. Identify
C with X and call it a sign type.
Note that not all the [n]-sign types are obtained in this way. An
[n]-sign type obtained in this way is called admissible.
By definition, we see that the regular admissible sign types are in 11
correspondence with the Weyl chambers in E.
Proposition 1.4. The following statements on an [n]-sign type X=(Xij)
are equivalent:
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(1) X is admissible;
(2)
Xik
Xij Xjk
is one in Example 1.2(1)(16) for any i< j<k in [n];
(3) For any i< j<k in [n], we have
& # [Xij , Xjk] O Xikmax[Xij , Xjk], (1.4.1)
&  [Xij , Xjk] O Xikmax[Xij , Xjk], (1.4.2)
where we set a total ordering, &<m<+.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is exactly [10, Theorem 2.1].
Then the equivalence of (2) and (3) follows by a directly checking. K
1.5. By Proposition 1.4, it is natural to extend the definition of the
admissibility to an I-sign type X=(Xij) i, j # I for any I/N: X is admissible,
if it satisfies the conditions (1.4.1) and (1.4.2) for any i< j<k in I.
Let Ic be the set of all the triples (i, j, k) in I 3 with i, j, k a cycle
permutation of their natural ordering. Then in the above definition, the
condition ‘‘any i< j<k in I ’’ can be equivalently replaced by ‘‘any
(i, j, k) # Ic .’’
Let DIa be the set of all the admissible I-sign types. Let D
I
da=D
I
a & D
I
d ,
DIra=D
I
a & D
I
r and D
I
d a=D
I
a & D
I
d (see Subsection 1.1).
In Example 1.2, sign types (1), (11)(14) are dominant admissible,
(1)(6) anti-dominant admissible, (6)(11) regular admissible, and (1)(16)
admissible.
The cardinalities of the sets D[n]ra , D
[n]
da , D
[n]
d a and D
[n]
a are known for
any n # N (see [9, 10, 12]).
The following result can be deduced easily from Proposition 1.4.
Lemma 1.6. Let X=(Xij) i< j # DIa , and let X
+ (resp. X%) in DI be
obtained from X by replacing all the entries m (resp. +) by + (resp. m) at
the positions (i, j), i< j. Then we also have X+, X% # DIa . In particular,
X  X+ is a bijective map from DId a to D
I
ra .
1.7. Write X<<Y in DI, if Y is obtained from X by replacing some
entries m by the symbols + or &. In this case, we call Y an extension of
X and call X a retraction of Y. This is a partial order relation on DI.
Clearly, a retraction of a dominant (resp. anti-dominant) sign type is again
dominant (resp. anti-dominant). The maximal elements of DI with respect
to << are regular sign types. There is a unique minimal element, called the
trivial sign type, in DI whose entries are all m. This is the unique element
in DI which is simultaneously dominant, anti-dominant and admissible.
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1.8. By a digraph G, we mean a set V of vertices together with a set R
of arrows, where an arrow of G is an ordered pair (x, y) with x, y # V.
Written G=(V, R). G is finite if |V |<.
Two digraphs G=(V, R) and G$=(V$, R$) are isomorphic, if there is a
bijection \ from V to V$ such that for any x, y # V, (x, y) # R if and only
if (\(x), \( y)) # R$.
To an I-sign type X=(Xij) i, j # I , we associate a digraph GX=(V, R) by
setting V=I and R=[(i, j) | Xij=+]. Clearly, a digraph is associated to a
sign type if and only if it is finite, contains no loops, no multi-arrows and
no length 2 direct circle, that is, it contains no arrow of the form (x, x) and
contains at most one of the arrows (x, y), ( y, x) for any x{ y in V. In this
paper we shall always assume these conditions on a digraph. We identify
a digraph with the associated sign type.
1.9. Let Sn be the symmetric group on the set [n]. For any X=(Xij) #
D[n] and any w # Sn , we set w(X )=(Xw(i), w( j)). This defines an action of Sn
on D[n]. Two sign types in D[n] are in the same Sn-orbit if and only if their
associated digraphs are isomorphic (see Subsection 1.8). The action of Sn
respects the relation << on D[n] (see Subsection 1.7). So it fixes the trivial
sign type and stabilizes the set D[n]r (see Subsection 1.1). But it does not
stabilize the set D[n]a (see Subsection 1.5 and Example 1.2). Then it is inter-
esting to study the intersections of an Sn -orbit in D[n] with the set D[n]a
and with some subsets of D[n]a . We shall consider this in the subsequent
sections.
2. THE SET D IP
2.1. To any X=(Xij) # DI, define a relation X on I as below. For
i, j # I, write iX j if either i= j or Xij=+.
Lemma 2.2. For X=(Xij) # D Ia , the relation X is a partial order on I.
Proof. We must show the following statements. For any i, j, k # I,
(a) iX j and jX k imply iX k;
(b) iX j and jX i imply i= j.
First assume iX j and jX k. The result iX k is obvious when i= j
or j=k. Now assume i{ j{k. Then Xij=Xjk=+. If (i, j, k) # Ic (see
Subsection 1.5), then Xik=+ by (1.4.2). If (i, j, k)  Ic , then (k, j, i) # Ic
and so Xkj=Xji=& by (1.1.1). Hence Xki=& by (1.4.1) and Xik=+ by
(1.1.1). In either case, we have iX k. Part (a) follows. Finally (b) follows
by (1.1.1). K
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2.3. Note that not all the partial orders on I are associated to the
admissible sign types as above. However, to a partial order P on I, we can
associate an I-sign type Y=(Yij) with
+, if iO j;
Yij={&, if jO i; (2.3.1)m, otherwise.
Y is not always admissible, but admissible when P is a linear order (i.e.,
Y regular).
Lemma 2.4. Let Y be the sign type associated to a partial order P on
I as above. If Y is regular, then Y is admissible.
Proof. By (1.4.1) and (1.4.2), we can reduce ourselves to the case of
I=[1, 2, 3]. The latter can be checked directly from Example 1.2. K
2.5. We shall not distinguish between a partial order on I and the
associated I-sign type.
Note that not any X # DI is associated to a partial order on I. Let DIp be
the set of all the sign types associated to the partial orders on I. When
I=[1, 2, 3], DIp consists of sign types (1)(19) in Example 1.2.
Lemma 2.6. X=(Xij) # DI is in DIp if and only if for any triple i, j, k # I,
the relations Xij=Xjk=/ # [+, &] imply Xik=/.
Proof. Let X be the relation on I associated to X. The implication
‘‘O’’ follows by the transitivity of a partial order on I. For the reversing
implication, the given condition guarantees the transitivity of the relation
X . The remaining thing is to show that for any i, j # I, if iX j and jX i
then i= j. But this follows by (1.1.1). K
Lemma 2.7. X=(Xij) # DIp is admissible if and only if
Xik
Xij Xjk
 { &m m ,
m
+ m
,
m
m += (2.7.1)
for any (i, j, k) # Ic (see Subsection 1.5).
Proof. This follows from (1.4.1), (1.4.2), Example 1.2, and the notices in
Subsections 1.5 and 2.5. K
Corollary 2.8. (1) X # DId is in D
I
p if and only if for any i< j<k in
I, the equations Xij=Xjk=& imply Xik=&.
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(2) X # DIp & D
I
d is in D
I
a if and only if for any i< j<k in I, the
equation Xik=& implies either Xij=& or Xjk=&.
(3) X # DId is in D
I
p if and only if for any i< j<k in I, the equations
Xij=Xjk=+ imply Xik=+.
(4) X # DId is in D
I
a if and only if for any i< j<k in I, any of the
equations Xij=+ and Xjk=+ implies Xik=+.
Proof. Parts (1) and (3) follow from Lemma 2.6. Then (2) and (4) hold
by Lemma 2.7. K
Note that in Corollary 2.8, we presuppose X # DIp in (2), but not in (4).
2.9. Recall in Subsection 1.9 that we defined an action of Sn on the set
D[n]. The set D[n]p is stable under Sn by Lemma 2.6. So we can consider the
Sn -action on D[n]p .
Proposition 2.10. (1) The set D[n]ra forms a single simply-transitive
Sn -orbit.
(2) The set D[n]a is stable under the cycle permutation (12 } } } n).
(3) Each Sn-orbit in D[n]p has non-empty intersections with both sets
D[n]d and D
[n]
d .
(4) The Sn-orbits in D[n]p are in 11 correspondence with the isomorphic
classes of the posets of size n.
Proof. The regular admissible sign types are in 11 correspondence
with the Weyl chambers in the euclidean space E. The action of Sn on D[n]ra
coincides with that on the Weyl chambers, the latter is Sn -simply-transitive (see
[1]). So we get (1). The assertion (2) was actually mentioned in Subsection 1.5,
whose proof can be reduced to the case of n=3, the latter is straightforward.
The action of Sn respects the relation << on D[n]p (see Subsection 1.7). We
know that any sign type in D[n]p can be extended to a regular admissible
one by Lemma 2.4, and that there is a (unique) regular admissible sign type
which is dominant (resp. anti-dominant). We also know that a retraction
of a dominant (resp. anti-dominant) sign type is again dominant (resp.
anti-dominant). These facts, together with (1), implies (3). Finally, (4) is
obvious. K
2.11. Example. In Example 1.2, there are seven S3 -orbits: [(1)], [(4),
(12), (15)], [(5), (13), (16)], [(6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11)], [(2), (3), (14),
(17), (18), (19)], [(20), (21), (22), (23), (24), (25)], [(26), (27)]. The first
three are also (123)-orbits. Each of the last four consists of two (123)-
orbits. In the fifth S3 -orbit, only one (123)-orbit is admissible. The first five
S3 -orbits are in D[3]p , each of which contains some dominant and also
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some anti-dominant sign types. In particular, there is a unique dominant
admissible sign type in each S3 -orbits in D[3]p . The last phenomenon only
conditionally holds for an arbitrary n # N (see Theorem 4.6 for a precise
statement).
3. GEOMETRY OF D[n]p
We gave a geometric definition in Subsection 1.3 for the admissible
[n]-sign types. In the present section, we shall extend it to the elements
of D[n]p .
3.1. Recall the notations E, Hij; = in Subsection 1.3. Let H=[Hij; = |
1i< jn, ==0, 1]. Fix X=(Xij) # D[n]p . Let X =[Y # D
[n]
a | X<<Y].
Denote by CX the set of all (a1 , ..., an) # E satisfying: for any i< j in [n],
ai&aj>1 if Xij=+, and a i&aj<0 if Xij=&.
Proposition 3.2. (1) X {<;
(2) The closure C X of CX in E is equal to Y # X Y;
(3) CX is non-empty and convex in E.
Proof. Any partial order on [n] can be extended to a linear order, and
the latter is associated to a regular sign type which is admissible by
Lemma 2.4. This implies (1). Next show (2). We have the inclusion C X $
Y # X Y by the definition of X . For the reversing inclusion, we have C X=
CX & (E&(H H)), where H ranges over H. We need only show the
inclusion
CX & \E&\.H H++ .Y # X Y. (3.2.1)
Take v=(a1 , ..., an) # CX & (E&(H H)). For any i< j, we have ai&aj{
0, 1; moreover, we have ai&aj>1 if Xij=+, and ai&aj<0 if Xij=&.
Define Y=(Yij) i< j by
+, if ai&aj>1;
Yij={&, if ai&a j<0; (3.2.2)m, if 0<ai&aj<1.
Then v # Y and Y # X . This shows (3.2.1) and hence (2). Finally, (3) follows
by (1), (2). K
3.3. Let C be the set of all the connected components of EF=E&
H # F H with F ranging over the subsets of H. By Proposition 3.2, we see
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that ?: X  CX is a map from D[n]p to C. One may ask if it is possible that
two different elements of D[n]p give rise to the same element in C. The
answer will be negative.
Note that if X # D[n]p is not admissible, then by Lemma 2.7, there exist at
least two pairs [i, j], [h, k][n] with |[i, j] & [h, k]|=1 and Xij=
Xhk=m.
Proposition 3.4. (1) Let X # D[n]p . If Xij=m for some i{ j in [n],
then for any / # [+, m, &], there is some Y # X with Yij=/.
(2) If X${X in D[n]p , then X ${X .
Proof. Let U=[k # [n] | kX i or i<X k]. Take a linear order exten-
sion of X on U : a1 , ..., a: , i, b1 , ..., b; . Let T=[n]&U. Then j # T. Take
a linear order extension of X on T : c1 , ..., c# , j, d1 , ..., d$ . Then both of
the followings are linear order extensions of X on [n]:
(a) a1 , ..., a: , c1 , ..., c# , i, j, d1 , ..., d$ , b1 , ..., b; ;
(b) a1 , ..., a: , c1 , ..., c# , j, i, d1 , ..., d$ , b1 , ..., b; .
Let Y (resp. Z) be the sign type associated to the ordering (a) (resp. (b))
on [n]. Then Y, Z # X with Yij=+ and Zij=&. Let P be the ordering on
[n] obtained from (a) by forgetting the comparable relation on i, j. Then
P is a partial order on [n] extending X , and the sign type W associated
to P satisfies Wij=m. Since W is admissible by the notice at the end of
Subsection 3.3, we have W # X . This shows (1). Then (2) is an easy conse-
quence of (1). K
3.5. By a detailed observation of Example 1.2, we see that for any
X # D[3]&D[3]p (i.e., X is one of the sign types (20)(27)), either X =<
(for X=(26), (27)), or there exists some i{ j in [1, 2, 3] with Xij=m such
that [Yij | Y # X ] % [+, m, &] (for the remaining X ). So the property of
a sign type X stated in Proposition 3.4 distinguishes D[n]p from D
[n]&D[n]p .
This still holds when replacing [n] by any finite I/N.
Theorem 3.6. (1) ?: X [ CX is an injective map from D[n]p to C such
that for any X, Y # D[n]p , X<<Y if and only if CX $CY .
(2) The image of ? consists of all C # C satisfying: for any i< j in [n],
exactly one of the following conditions holds.
(i) ai&aj>1 for all (a1 , ..., an) # C;
(ii) ai&aj<0 for all (a1 , ..., an) # C;
(iii) There exist some (a1 , ..., an), (b1 , ..., bn), (c1 , ..., cn) in C such
that ai&aj>1, bi&bj<0 and 0<ci&cj<1.
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Proof. Part (1) follows by Propositions 3.2, 3.4, and the definition of
CX . Now show (2). By Propositions 3.2 and 3.4, any C # im ? satisfies one
of the conditions (i)(iii) for any i< j in [n]. Conversely, suppose that
C # C satisfies these conditions. Define an [n]-sign type X=(Xij) such that
for any i< j in [n],
+, if ai&aj>1 for all (a1 , ..., an) # C,
Xij={&, if ai&aj<0 for all (a1 , ..., an) # C, (3.6.1)m, otherwise.
By Lemma 2.6, we can show X # D[n]p by showing that Xij=Xjk=\ imply
Xik=\ for any i, j, k # [n], which is easy. Clearly, ?(X )=C. K
3.7. We conclude the section with an application for the set CX ,
X # D[n]p . Call a connected component of
E& .
= # Z
1i< jn
Hi, j; =
an alcove of E. It is well known that the alcoves of E are in a natural 11
correspondence with the elements of the affine Weyl group (Wa , S) of type
A n&1 , where S is a distinguished generator set of Wa (see [9]). Identify
X # D[n]a , resp. CY (Y # D
[n]
p ) with the set of all w # Wa whose correspond-
ing alcoves are in X, resp. CX . Let l be the length function on (Wa , S).
There is a unique xX in X # D[n]a such that any w # X satisfies l(w)=
l(xX)+l(wx&1X ) (see [10, Proposition 7.1]). Moreover, CX (X # D
[n]
a ) is
the set of all the w # Wa satisfying l(w)=l(xX )+l(wx&1X ). More generally,
when X # D[n]p , we have CX=Y CY regarded as subsets of Wa , where Y
ranges over the minimal ones in X with respect to the ordering << (see
Subsection 1.7). The sets CX (X # D[n]p ) might play some role in the study
of the KazhdanLusztig cells of Wa (see [9]).
4. A GRAPH-THEORETIC CRITERION FOR AN Sn -ORBIT IN D[n]p
CONTAINING A DAST
In this section, we shall provide a graph-theoretic criterion for an
Sn -orbit in D[n]p containing a dast (see Subsection 0.4). We shall also show
that each Sn -orbit in D[n]p contains at most one dast.
4.1. Recall that in Subsection 1.8, we associated a sign type to a
digraph. A digraph associated to an element in DIp is called a poset graph.
By Lemma 2.6, a digraph G=(V, R) is a poset graph if and only if for any
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a, b, c # V, the relations (a, b), (b, c) # R imply (a, c) # R. In this section, we
fix a poset graph G=(V, R).
A labeling of G is an injective map {: V  N. Two labelings {, ’: V  N
are congruent, if there exists a digraph automorphism _ of G such that for
any v{w in V, we have {(v)<{(w) if and only if (’_)(v)<(’_)(w).
To a labeling { of G with I=im {, we associate a sign type Z({)=
(Zij) i, j # I such that for any i< j in I,
+, if ({&1(i ), {&1( j )) # R;
Zij={&, if ({&1( j ), {&1(i )) # R; (4.1.1)m, otherwise.
Let GX be a poset graph associated to X # D[n]p and let {: [n]  [n] be a
labeling of GX . Then X and Z({) are in the same Sn -orbit in D[n]p . More
precisely, regarding { as an element of Sn , we have Z({)={&1(X ).
A labeling { of G is dominant admissible if Z({) is dominant admissible.
Two vertices x, y of G are comparable if either (x, y) or ( y, x) is in R,
and incomparable otherwise.
The following is a criterion for a labeling being dominant admissible.
Lemma 4.2. A labeling { of G=(V, R) is dominant admissible if and only
if {(a)<{(b) for any (a, b) # R, and the inequalities {(a)<{(c)<{(b) hold
for any triple a, b, c # V with (a, b) # R and c incomparable to both a, b.
Proof. This is just the graph-theoretic version of Lemma 2.7 and
Corollary 2.8. K
4.3. A poset graph G is dominant admissible labelable, if it has a domi-
nant admissible labeling. For X # D[n]p , that the poset graph GX is dominant
admissible labelable is amount to that the Sn-orbit in D[n]p containing X
contains a dast.
The following simple result will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.6.
Lemma 4.4. If a poset graph G=(V, R) is dominant admissible labelable,
then so are its induced subgraphs.
4.5. A poset graph G is A-avoiding, resp. B-avoiding, if it contains no
induced subgraph
bwb
bwb
resp.
bwbwb
b
.
(4.5.1)
(A) (B)
G is a semiorder, if it is both A- and B-avoidings.
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Theorem 4.6. (1) A poset graph is dominant admissible labelable if and
only if it is a semiorder.
(2) A poset graph has at most one dominant admissible labeling (up to
congruence, see Subsection 4.1).
(3) Each Sn -orbit in D[n]p contains at most one dast, exactly one if and
only if the corresponding poset graph is a semiorder.
Here I thank the referee who recommended the papers [4, 13, 14, 16]
concerning semiorders. According to the ScottSuppes semiorder theorem,
a semiorder is isomorphic to a unit interval order (see [4, 13]). By the
correspondence between the unit interval orders and the dasts (see
[14, 16]), Theorem 4.6(1) may follow from the ScottSuppes semiorder
theorem. However, the proof of Theorem 4.6 we shall give is independent
of that in the above literature. It is elementary, less involved, and so has
its own interesting. Moreover, our proof deduces some more results, i.e.,
Theorem 4.6(2), (3).
4.7. In a poset graph G=(V, R), we associate to any x # V two vertex
sets Xx=[z # V | (z, x) # R] and Yx=[z # V | (x, z) # R]. We have Xx % Xy
and Yy % Yx for any (x, y) # R.
Clearly, a, b # V satisfy Xa=Xb and Ya=Yb if and only if there exists a
digraph automorphism of G which transposes a, b and fixes the other
vertices.
Lemma 4.8. Let G=(V, R) be a semiorder. Take a, b, c # V distinct.
(1) Either Xa Xb or Xb Xa holds. Also, either Ya Yb or Yb Ya
holds.
(2) If Xb % Xa , then Ya Yb .
(3) If Xa % Xb , let c # Xb&Xa , then Xc Xa .
(4) Suppose Xa Xb Xc and Ya $Yb $Yc . If [(a, b), (b, c)] & R
{<, then (a, c) # R.
Proof. Part (1) follows by the A-avoiding of G. Then (2) and (3) hold
since G is B-avoiding. For (4), if (a, b) # R, then a # Xb Xc and hence
(a, c) # R; if (b, c) # R, then c # Yb Ya , which implies (a, c) # R also. K
Lemma 4.9. Let G=(V, R) be a semiorder with |V |=n.
(a) There is a numbering a1 , a2 , ..., an in V such that
Xa1 Xa2  } } } Xan ;
Ya1 $Ya2 $ } } } $Yan .
(4.9.1)
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Such a numbering is unique up to a digraph automorphism of G.
(b) {: ai [ i is a dominant admissible labeling of G (See Subsection 4.1).
Proof. The existence of the numbering in (a) follows by Lemma 4.8(1),
(2), whose uniqueness is obvious. For any (ai , aj) # R, we have Xai % Xaj
and so i< j by (4.9.1). Then by Lemma 4.2, the labeling { is dominant. The
admissibility of { follows by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.8(4). K
Lemma 4.10. Let G=(V, R) be a semiorder with |V |=n and {: V  [n]
a dominant admissible labeling.
(1) If a, b # V satisfy Xa Xb and Ya $Yb , but not both equal, then
{(a)<{(b).
(2) Let ai={&1(i) for i # [n]. Then V=[a1 , ..., an] satisfies the
relations (4.9.1).
Proof. First assume Xa % Xb . Let c # Xb&Xa . Then (c, b) # R and
(c, a)  R. We have (b, a)  R by the fact Xb 3 Xa . Suppose {(a)>{(b). By
the dominance of {, we have (a, b), (a, c)  R, i.e., a is incomparable to both
b, c. Then by Lemma 4.2, we get {(c)<{(a)<{(b), a contradiction. So we
get {(a)<{(b). The case of Ya * Yb can be discussed similarly. This implies
(1). Then (2) follows from (1) and Lemma 4.8(1), (2). K
4.11. Proof of Theorem 4.6. (1) The implication ‘‘o’’ follows from
Lemma 4.9. For the reversing implication, it suffices to show by Lemma 4.4
that the graphs in (4.5.1) have no dominant admissible labeling. Suppose
not. Let { be a dominant admissible labeling of G. If G is the graph (A)
with V=[a, b, c, d] and R=[(a, b), (c, d )], then both {(a)<{(c)<{(b)
and {(c)<{(b)<{(d ) hold by Lemma 4.2. If G is the graph (B) with
V=[a, b, c, d] and R=[(a, b), (a, c), (b, c)], then {(a)<{(d )<{(b) and
{(b)<{(d )<{(c) again by Lemma 4.2. This gives rise to a contradiction in
either case. Part (1) follows.
(2) Suppose that there are two dominant admissible labelings {, ’ :
V  N. Let bi={&1(i) and ci=’&1(i) for all i # [n]. Then by Lemma 4.10(2),
we have the relations (4.9.1) with ai , i # [n], replaced all by bi or all by ci .
By Lemma 4.9(a), the labelings { and ’ are congruent (see Subsection 4.1).
(3) This follows from (1), (2), and Lemma 4.8. K
5. ADMIRABILITY OF POSETS ASSOCIATED TO DASTS
In the present section, we shall show that a poset (I, X ) associated to
an I-dast X is admirable (see Subsection 5.2 for the definition).
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5.1. Let (I, P) be a poset. By a chain of I, we mean a totally ordered
J=[a1 , ..., ar | a1O } } } Oar]I, written also into a sequence J: a1 , ..., ar .
We allow an empty chain. A k-chain-family in I (k1) is by definition
a subset JI which is a disjoint union of k chains Ji , 1ik. J=J1
_ } } } _ Jk is called a decomposition form (or d.f. for short) of J.
Let (I, X ) be a poset associated to X # DIp . Then the chains of I are
precisely those I$I with (Xij) i, j # I$ regular.
5.2. Let dk (k1) be the maximal possible cardinality of a k-chain-
family in a poset I. Then d1<d2< } } } <dr=n=|I | for some r1. Let
*1=d1 , *i=di&di&1 for 1<ir. Then *1*2 } } } *r by a theorem of
C. Greene (see [5]). *=(*1 , ..., *r) is called the partition (of n) associated
to I.
Note that there does not always exist an r-chain-family I=J1 _ } } } _ Jr
with |Ji |=*i , 1ir. A poset I is admirable if there does exist such an
r-chain-family. The admirable posets play an important role in the com-
binatorics and in the KazhdanLusztig theory (see Subsection 0.4 and
[8, 9, 11], for example).
5.3. In the subsequent discussion, we fix an I-dast X and consider the
poset I=(I, X ). Let *=(*1 , ..., *r) be the partition of n=|I | associated to
I. The following result is concerned with the relations between the orders
X and  on I.
Lemma 5.4. X # DI is an I-dast if and only if it satisfies the following
conditions.
(1) For any i, j # I, the relation i<X j implies i< j, i.e. the relation 
on I is a linear order extension of the partial order X .
(2) If i, j, k # I satisfy i< jk (resp. ki< j ), then the relation
i<X j implies i<X k (resp. k<X j).
Proof. It is easily seen that X # DI is dominant if and only if X satisfies
condition (1). By Corollary 2.8(4), we see that X # DId is admissible if and
only if X satisfies condition (2). Then our result follows from these facts. K
5.5. Define a lexicographic order P1 on the set 21(I, X ) of all the
chains in I as follows. Given !: a1 , ..., ar and !$: a$1 , ..., a$t in 21(I, X ), write
!O1 !$, if there exists some i1 such that aj=a$j for all j<i, and a i<a$i ,
with the convention that ah=a$m=max[i | i # I] for all h>r and m>t. By
this definition, we see that if !$ is a proper subchain of a chain !, then
!O1 !$. We further define a lexicographic order Pk on the set 2k(I, X ) of
all the d.f.’s (see Subsection 5.1) of the k-chain-families of I (k1) as
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below. Write !1 _ } } } _ !k Ok !$1 _ } } } _ !$k in 2k(I, X ). if there exists some
i1 such that !j=!$j for all j<i, and !i O1 !$i . A d.f. !=!1 _ } } } _ !k of
a k-chain-family ! in I is standard, if it is minimal among all the d.f.’s of
! with respect to Pk , i.e., !1 O1 } } } O1 !k .
5.6. For any k1, define a k-chain-family
Ik=I k1 _ I
k
2 _ } } } _ I
k
k (5.6.1)
in the poset (I, X ) as follows. Let 1ik. Suppose that we have got all
the chains I kj , j<i. Let Ei=I&( j<i I
k
j ). We want to find a chain
I ki : ai1 , a i2 , ..., a imi (5.6.2)
from the subposet (Ei , X ). We set I ki =< if Ei=<. Otherwise, we take
ai1 to be the smallest number in Ei . Inductively, having got aij for some
j1, we either take ai, j+1 the smallest number h in Ei with h>a ij and
Xaij , h=+ whenever it exists, or set mi= j otherwise.
Then the expression (5.6.1) just obtained is the standard d.f. (or s.d.f. for
short) of a k-chain-family in I. We can even show that (5.6.1) is minimal
in the set 2k(I, X) with respect to Pk . There is some r1 such that
I rr {< and 
r
i=1 |I
r
i |=n. By our construction, we see that for any h, k
with 1hk, the chain I kh in the k-chain-family (5.6.1) is only dependent
on the poset (I, X ), but not on the choice of k. So we may denote I kh
simply by Ih and call (5.6.1) the s.d.f. of the canonical k-chain-family of I
for k1.
Theorem 5.7. Let *=(*1 , ..., *r) be the partition associated to the poset
(I, X ). Then for any k, 1kr, the s.d.f. I k=I1 _ } } } _ Ik of the canoni-
cal k-chain-family in I satisfies *i=|Ii | for 1ik.
To show the theorem, we need a lemma. Let mI be the smallest number
in I.
Lemma 5.8. For any k1, there is a k-chain-family of the s.d.f. J=
J1 _ } } } _ Jk in I with |J |=*1+ } } } +*k and J1=I1 . In particular, we have
|I1 |=*1 .
Proof. Suppose that K=K1 _ } } } _ Kk is the s.d.f. of a k-chain-family
in I of the cardinality *1+ } } } +*k , where Ki : bi1 , ..., b ipi (1ik).
(i) First we claim m1p1 (see (5.6.2)). Suppose not. Then m1<p1 .
Note a11=mI . So there exists some j, 1 j<p1 , such that the half-closed
interval (b1 j , b1, j+1] contains no a1i , 1im1 . Also, there exists some s
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satisfying a1sb1 j . Take s largest possible with this property. Then a1s
<X b1, j+1 by the fact b1 j<X b1, j+1 and by Lemma 5.4. Hence s<m1 by
the choice of the chain I1 . So we have a1s<X b1, j+1<a1, s+1 , contradicting
the choice of a1, s+1 .
(ii) Next we claim a1i b1i for all ip1 . For otherwise, there
is some j with a1 j>b1 j . Then j>1 as a11=mI . Take j smallest possible
with this property. Then a1hb1h for all h< j. Now a1, j&1b1, j&1
<X b1 j<a1 j and hence a1, j&1<X b1 j by Lemma 5.4, contradicting the
choice of a1 j .
(iii) Now we are ready to show the first part of the lemma. If
K1=I1 , then there is nothing to do. If K1 {I1 , then one of the following
two cases must occur.
(a) K1 : a11 , ... } , a1p1 with p1  m1 ;
(b) There is some mp1 with a1m {b1m .
In the case (a), let K$1=I1 and K$i=Ki&[a1 j | p1< jm1] for all i>1.
Then K$=K$1 _ } } } _ K$k is a k-chain-family with |K$||K |, Hence
|K$|=|K | by the maximality of K. So K$=K$1 _ } } } _ K$k is the s.d.f. of a
required k-chain-family after possibly renumbering K$2 , ..., K$k if necessary.
Next assume the case (b). Take m smallest possible with this property.
Then a1h=b1h for all h<m. We have a1m<b1m by (ii). When a1m  K, let
K$1=(K1&[b1m]) [a1m] and K$h=Kh for 1<hk. When a1m # K, say
a1m=bij for some i, j, then i>1. Let K$1 : a11 , ..., a1m , b i, j+1 , ..., bi, pi ; K$i :
bi1 , ..., b i, j&1 , b1m , ..., b1, p1 ; K$h=Kh for h{i, 1<hk. Then in either case,
K$=K$1 _ } } } _ K$k is the s.d.f. of a k-chain-family in I with |K$|=|K| after
possibly renumbering K$2 , ..., K$k if necessary. Applying induction on g(K)=
m1&m0 and noting g(K$)<g(K), we eventually get the s.d.f. of a k-chain-
family of I which is either a required one or the one in the case (a). The
first assertion of the lemma is proved. The second assertion follows by
taking k=1. K
5.9. Proof of Theorem 5.7. By Lemma 5.8, we have |I1 |=*1 and that
for any k1, there is the s.d.f. J=J1 _ } } } _ Jk of a k-chain-family in the
poset (I, X ) with |J |=*1+ } } } +*k and J1=I1 . Let L=I&I1 . Take the
submatrix XL=(Xij) i, j # L of X. Then X L is an L-dast. The relation XL on
L coincides with the one by restriction to L of X . This implies that the
partition associated to the poset (L, XL) is *$=(*2 , *3 , ..., *r) by noting
that J2 _ } } } _ Jk is a k-chain-family in L with the maximal possible
cardinality *2+ } } } +*k for any k>1. Therefore our result follows by
applying induction on n=|I |1. K
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